Job Title: Software Engineer (Front End)
Department: Advanced Robotics and Digitalization
Job Code: ENG-DMA006
Vacancies: 1
Hiring Personnel: Teo Sin Meng

Key Responsibilities:
• Develop User interfaces for Modern Rich Internet Applications with the latest Front-End Technologies
• Make design and technical decisions for AngularJS projects.
• Develop application code and unit test in the AngularJS, Rest Web Services and Java technologies for the Application Development Center.
• Perform product analysis and development tasks of increasingly complex nature which may require extensive research and analysis.
• Ensuring high performance plan and perform proof-of-concept tests and follow-up with validation reports
• Troubleshoot issues faced by customers and provide viable solutions
• Provide training to internal and external customers

Job Requirements:
• Diploma/degree in Computer Science or Engineering
• Experience in JavaScript build tools
• Expert in any one of the modern JavaScript MV-VM/MVC frameworks (AngularJS, jQuery, NodeJS)
• Familiar with testing frameworks
• Hand on and implements complex AngularJS applications, directives, controllers, services
• Critical thinker and problem-solving skills
• Team player
• Good time-management skills
• Great interpersonal and communication skills

Contact Person: Toh Eng Toon
E mail: tohet@makino.com.sg
Company: Makino Asia Pte Ltd